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Minimum Latency Broadcasting in Multiradio,
Multichannel, Multirate Wireless Meshes
Junaid Qadir, Chun Tung Chou, Archan Misra, and Joo Ghee Lim
Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of “efficient” broadcast in a multiradio, multichannel, multirate wireless mesh network
(MR2-MC WMN). In such anMR2-MC WMN, nodes are equipped with multiple radio interfaces, tuned to orthogonal channels, that can
dynamically adjust their transmission rate by choosing a modulation scheme appropriate for the channel conditions. We choose
“broadcast latency,” defined as the maximum delay between a packet’s network-wide broadcast at the source and its eventual
reception at all network nodes, as the “efficiency” metric of broadcast performance. We study in this paper how the availability of
multirate transmission capability and multiple radio interfaces tuned to orthogonal channels in MR2-MC WMN nodes can be exploited,
in addition to the medium’s “wireless broadcast advantage” (WBA), to improve the “broadcast latency” performance. In this paper, we
present four heuristic solutions to our considered problem. We present detailed simulation results for these algorithms for an idealized
scheduler, as well as for a practical 802.11-based scheduler. We also study the effect of channel assignment on broadcast
performance and show that channel assignment can affect the broadcast performance substantially. More importantly, we show that a
channel assignment that performs well for unicast does not necessarily perform well for broadcast/multicast.
Index Terms—Routing, broadcasting, wireless mesh networks, multiradio multichannel, multirate.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
WIRELESS mesh networks (WMN) [1], where potentially-mobile mesh clients connect over a relatively-static
multihop wireless network of mesh routers, are viewed as a
promising broadband access infrastructure in both urban
and rural environments [2]. However, the relatively low
spatial reuse of a single radio channel in multihop wireless
environments (due to wireless interference) poses an
impediment to the widespread adoption of WMN as a
viable access technology. It has been shown that network
capacity drops off as the number of nodes is increased in
single-channel wireless networks [3]. With recent advance-
ments in wireless technology rendering the usage of
multiple radios affordable, a popular current trend is to
equip mesh nodes with multiple radios, each tuned to a
distinct orthogonal channel. The usage of multiple radios
can significantly improve the capacity of the network by
permitting an increased number of concurrent transmis-
sions in the network [4], [5], [6]. Another feature widely
available in commodity wireless cards, which are envi-
sioned to connect the wireless mesh nodes, is the ability to
transmit at multiple transmission rates. WMN nodes can
utilize the flexibility of multirate transmissions to make
appropriate range and throughput/latency tradeoff choices
across a wide range of channel conditions. While this
flexibility has traditionally been used only for unicast, it has
recently been proposed for use in broadcasting scenarios as
well [7], [8]. In the near future, multiradio, multichannel,
multirate (MR2-MC) WMNs are expected to gain a niche in
the wireless market due to adoption and support from
leading industry vendors [9] and active research by the
research community.
In this paper, we address an important open question
related to MR2-MC WMNs: how can we support “efficient”
broadcast in such networks? We gauge this efficiency in
terms of “broadcast latency,”whichwedefine as themaximum
delay between the transmission of a packet by the source
node and its eventual reception by all receivers. The
minimum latency broadcasting (MLB) problem is particu-
larly challenging in MR2-MC meshes due to a myriad of
complex, intertwined decisions that need to be made.
Kyasanur and Vaidya have hinted in their work [6] about
someof thepotential problems related to routing of broadcast
traffic, vis-a-vis channel assignment, in multiradio meshes.
The MLB problem, apart from its theoretical significance,
is an important practical problem inWMN. There are several
emerging multicast-oriented multiparty applications—such
as managed software updates, local content distribution
(e.g., video feeds) within communities, and multimedia
gaming—that require stringent latency bounds for effective
operation. Studying the impact of channel and rate diversity
for network-wide broadcasts serves as the first step for
devising practical network-layer multicasting in wireless
meshes, as both problems require the use of an underlying
link-layer multicast capability. The MLB problem has been
studied for “single-radio single-channel” (SR-SC) wireless
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networks, both for the single-rate [10] and the multirate case
[7], [8]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
address the issues of rate and channel diversity for broad-
casting in an MR2-MC WMN, assuming both a theoretical
centralizer scheduler and a practical 802.11-based distrib-
uted MAC. We shall show that the MLB problem for
MR2-MC meshes is a more complex problem than for SR-SC
multirate meshes (single-radio meshes are a special case of
multiradio meshes). The differences between single-rate and
multirate MLB problem, for the case of SR-SC meshes, are
demonstrated in [7], [11] and the complexity of each problem
is proven NP-hard in [7], [10], [11], respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
background and related work is presented in Section 2. The
network model and problem statement are defined in
Section 3. We present four heuristic MLB solutions in
Section 4. We then present performance results of our
heuristics, assuming idealized and IEEE 802.11 MAC
schedulers, for a single broadcasted packet in Sections 6
and 7, respectively. Thereafter, we evaluate the performance
of our heuristics for a stream of broadcast packets assuming
IEEE 802.11 MAC scheduler in Section 8. We finally
conclude our work in Section 9.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Broadcasting in wireless networks is a fundamentally
different problem to broadcasting in wired networks due
to the “wireless broadcast advantage” (WBA) [12]. The WBA
arises due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel
where—assuming omnidirectional antennas are being
used—a transmission by a node can be received by all
neighboring nodes that lie within its communication range.
This is quite different from wired networks where the cost
to reach two neighbors is generally the sum of the costs to
reach them individually. A lot of research has focused on
achieving “efficient” broadcast in multihop wireless net-
works and mobile ad hoc networks. The metrics typically
used are energy consumption [12], [13], the number of
transmissions [14], [15], or the overhead in route discovery
and management [16]. The limited work done for the
broadcast latency metric has focused only on SR-SC
networks [7], [10], [11].
Our current work builds upon our previous work on
minimizing broadcast latency in an SR-SC multirate WMN
[7], [8], where we introduced the new concept of link-layer
multirate multicast, in which a node can adjust its link-layer
multicast transmission rate to its neighbors. We showed
that multicast in a multirate WMN has two features not
found in a single-rate WMN. First, if a node has to perform
a link-layer multicast to reach a number of neighbors, then
its transmission rate is limited by the smallest rate on each
individual link, e.g., if a node n is to multicast to two
neighboring nodes m1 and m2, and if the maximum unicast
rates from n to m1 and m2 are, respectively, r1 and r2, then
the maximum rate n can use is the minimum of r1 and r2.
Consequently, the choice of child nodes in a routing tree is
coupled with the transmission rate that may be employed at
the link layer. Second, for a multirate WMN, the broadcast
latency can be minimized by exploiting an extra degree-of-
freedom where some nodes transmit the same packet more
than once, but at a different rate to different subsets of
neighbors (called as “distinct-rate transmissions”). Based on
these insights, we presented the “weighted connected dom-
inating set” (WCDS) and “bandwidth incremental broadcast”
(BIB) algorithms as heuristic solutions for the MLB problem
in SR-SC multirate mesh networks. Both these algorithms
consider the WBA and the multirate capability of the
network, and also incorporate the possibility of multiple
distinct-rate transmissions by a single node. Details of these
algorithms are available at [7], [11].
The assignment of channels in MR2-MC WMNs plays a
very important part in determining the actual performance
of the network. Generally, there are two conflicting objectives
for any channel assignment protocol: while the routing layer
usually benefits from increased “connectivity” between
nodes, transport-layer protocols usually benefit from a
reduction in the “interference” between neighboring nodes.
Channel assignment strategies can be broadly classified as
static, dynamic, and hybrid schemes [6]. For our current work,
we do not consider dynamic and hybrid schemes, due to the
nonnegligible interface switching delay and synchronization
requirements involved in such strategies.
Among the static channel assignment strategies, the
simplest approach is the “common channel approach” (CCA)
(e.g., [4]), in which all nodes are assigned a common set of
channels. The benefit of this approach is its simplicity and
that the connectivity of the network is a multiple of the
connectivity of a single-channel mesh. In an alternative
approach called “varying channel approach” (VCA), interfaces
of different nodes may be assigned to a different set of
channels (e.g., [5]). With this approach, there is a possibility
of a network partition, unless the interface assignment is
done carefully. In yet another approach called “interference
survivable topology control” (INSTC) [17], the channel assign-
ment is made such that the induced network topology is
interference-minimum among all k-connected topologies.
3 NETWORK AND INTERFERENCE MODEL
Our mathematical notation, which is similar to that used in
[17], is tabulated in Table 2 for easy reference. We assume
the system has a total of C nonoverlapping orthogonal
frequency channels and each node is equipped with Q radio
interfaces where Q  C. The Q radio interfaces have
omnidirectional antennas, and a unit disk graph model is
assumed (although the algorithms can accommodate any
arbitrary rate-range relationships between node pairs). In
order to efficiently utilize the network resources, two radio
interfaces at the same node are not tuned to the same
channel. Each node can transmit at multiple rates. Using the
Qualnet simulator [18] as a reference, we obtain the
transmission rate versus transmission range relationship
for 802.11a and 802.11b in Table 1, assuming a two-ray
propagation model. Note also that the interference range in
Qualnet is 520 m. The transmission range is a decreasing
function of transmission rate as Table 1 illustrates.
Our framework assumes that channel assignment has
already been performed. We model an MR2-MC WMN as a
graph G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ, where V ;E; l, and A are, respec-
tively, the set of nodes, the set of links, a function that
defines the latency of each link, and the channel assignment
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function. The channel assignment function A assigns each
vertex v 2 V ;Q different channels denoted by the set:AðvÞ¼
fa1ðvÞ; a2ðvÞ; . . . ; aQðvÞ : aiðvÞ 6¼ ajðvÞ; 8i 6¼ j; aiðvÞ 2 C; 8ig,
where aiðvÞ is the channel assigned to the ith radio interface
at node v and C denotes the set of all channels with jCj ¼ C.
Each edge e 2 E is represented by a 3-tuple ðu; v; kÞ, where
u; v 2 V and k 2 C. Specifically, there is an edge e ¼
ðu; v; kÞ 2 E between nodes u; v 2 V on channel k if and
only if the euclidean distance dðu; vÞ between u and v is less
than or equal to the maximum transmission range and
k 2 AðuÞTAðvÞ. Note that G may be a multigraph, with
multiple edges between the same pair of nodes, when the node
pair shares two or more channels. The function lðeÞ, which
maps E to the set of all possible latencies L, is the minimum
latency (or highest rate) transmission supported on the edge
e 2 E. For simplification, we do not consider contention and
queuing delays, and assume that the latency lðeÞ of a link e is
inverse of the largest transmission rate supported on link e.1
As an illustrative example, consider the WMN in Fig. 1.
The WMN consisting of four nodes fw; x; y; zg ¼ V (shown
as oval), with each node equipped with ðQ ¼Þ2802:11b radio
interfaces (shown as rectangles). Since 8021.11b has four
transmission rates (see Table 1), the set of link latencies L is
set to f1; 12; 15:5; 111g. There are (C¼) 3 channels with
C ¼ f1; 2; 3g. The channel assignment for each node is
defined by AðwÞ ¼ f1; 2g, AðxÞ ¼ f1; 2g, AðyÞ ¼ f2; 3g, and
AðzÞ ¼ f1; 3g. The euclidean distances between the nodes are
given by dðw; xÞ ¼ dðy; zÞ ¼ 300m, dðw; zÞ ¼ dðx; yÞ ¼ 400m,
and dðw; yÞ ¼ dðx; zÞ ¼ 500m. Given the transmission range
of 802.11b is 483 m (see Table 1) and the channel assignment
A, the edges in the WMN are ðw; x; 1Þ, ðw; x; 2Þ, ðw; z; 1Þ,
ðx; y; 2Þ, and ðy; z; 3Þ. Note that there are two edges connect-
ing nodes w and x. Since dðw; xÞ ¼ dðy; zÞ ¼ 300m, the
maximum 802.11b transmission rate that can be supported
on the links ðw; x; 1Þ, ðw; x; 2Þ, and ðy; z; 3Þ, according to
Table 1, is 5.5 Mbps. Therefore, lðw; x; 1Þ ¼ lðw; x; 2Þ ¼
lðy; z; 3Þ ¼ 15:5. Similarly, lðw; z; 1Þ ¼ lðx; y; 2Þ ¼ 1.
Channel assignment algorithms. We assume that the
channel assignment is done independently from our broad-
casting framework. This design decision reflects the practical
reality that the channel assignment strategy will likely be
dictated by other factors, including the presence of unicast
traffic on the WMN. We have used the following three static
channel assignment strategies: CCA, VCA, and INSTC. For
CCA, dedicated interfaces are allocated for the same
Q channels at every node; therefore, only Q channels are
used in the networkwhenusingCCA. InVCA, an interface at
all nodes is allocated the same channel to ensure a connected
network; for the remaining Q 1 interfaces, channels are
chosen randomly from the remaining C  1 channels. The
last channel assignment schemeused is INSTC,whichweuse
to construct 1-connected topologies.
Link-layer multicast transmissions. In order to exploit
WBA, we use link-layer multicast transmissions (instead of
unicast transmissions) to realize network-wide broadcast.
We specify a link-layer multicast transmission (or, simply,
transmission when the context is clear) b as a 4-tuple
ðp; I; l; kÞ, where the node p 2 V is to transmit to all the
nodes in the set I  V in a link-layer multicast using latency
l on channel k. In order that the transmission b is physically
realizable on the topology G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ, we require
1) ðp; i; kÞ 2 E and 2) l  maxflðp; i; kÞg; 8i 2 I; intuitively,
the node p must be able to reach the nodes in I using
latency l and all nodes in fpg [ I must have an interface
tuned to channel k. Note that the link-layer multicast
transmission m can also be viewed as a collection of links
[i2Ifðp; i; kÞg. Based on the earlier example, ðw; fx; zg; 1; 1Þ
is a realizable transmission and it can be viewed as the
collection of links fðw; x; 1Þ; ðw; z; 1Þg.
Interference Model. We use a generalized conflict graph
based on link-layer multicast transmissions to model the effects
of wireless interference in MR2-MC meshes. The conflict
graph indicates which transmissions mutually interfere, and
hence, cannot be active simultaneously. A transmission bi
interferes with a transmission bj, if both transmissions bi and
bj are taking place on the same channel, and the receivers of
the transmission bi are within the interference range of the
transmitting node of bj or vice versa. The transmissions bi
and bj do not interfere otherwise.
Problem statement. The MLB problem is defined as
follows: Given the graph G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ, and the broadcast
source node s, the objective is to find a set of link-layer
multicast transmissions such that: 1) The union of all links
from all the transmissions forms a spanning tree on G (note
that we are viewing each transmission as a collection of
links) and 2) The broadcast latency—which is defined as the
maximum delay (ensuring no scheduling conflicts) between
the transmission of a packet by the source node and its
eventual reception by all receivers while ensuring no
scheduling conflicts—is minimized. More formally, the
broadcast latency for any receiving node equals the sum
of the transmission latencies on the path (in the spanning
tree) from the source to this node (and thus, ignores other
constraints, e.g., channel contention delays).
As noted in [7], [11], the MLB problem is NP-hard for SR-
SC WMNs, and by extension, for MR2-MC WMNs as well.
Accordingly, our focus in this paper is on the design of
specific heuristics.
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TABLE 1
The Rate-Range Relationship of 802.11a and 802.11b
Fig. 1. Example to illustrate our network notation.
1. The proposed heuristics, however, are general and will optimize the
maximum broadcast latency based on whatever latency values are input.
4 HEURISTICS TO CONSTRUCT MLB TREE IN
MR2-MC MULTIRATE MESH
Our MLB heuristics aim to compute a broadcast tree (or a
spanning tree) that exploits the WBA, the multirate
transmission capability, and the plurality of radio interfaces
and channels available. The transmitting nodes, their inter-
faces used for transmissions, and the children/parent
relationships between different nodes are all decided at
this stage. We assume that each node will transmit only
once on a particular channel, i.e., it will not perform
multiple distinct-rate transmissions on the same channel.
This follows from our earlier study which showed that the
performance improvement using muliple distinct-rate
transmissions is not significant [7].
We present four MLB heuristic algorithms; the first
(Section 4.1) does not exploit the WBA, the second
(Section 4.2) exploits WBA but not the availability of
multiple interfaces on the same node, while the other two
(Sections 4.3 and 4.4) differ in how they exploit both WBA
and the interface diversity on individual nodes. The
common input to all our MLB heuristic algorithms is the
network topology G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ, broadcast source s 2 V ,
and the set of latencies L. The common output of all the
heuristics is the set of all link-layer multicast transmissions
B ¼ fb1; b2; . . .g with the property that the collection of all
the edges in bi forms a spanning tree. Note again that each
transmission bi is a 4-tuple which specifies its transmitting
node, multicast recipients, latency, and channel.
4.1 Multiradio, Multichannel Shortest Path Tree
(MSPT)
The MSPT algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is used to construct
the SPT for MR2-MC WMNs. The MSPT algorithm is very
similar to the Dijkstra algorithm, except that it also has to
choose appropriate links since a pair of nodes can have
multiple links between them on different channels. We
include this algorithm mainly as a baseline, to illustrate the
comparative performance of routing strategies that do not
exploit the unique characteristics of either the wireless
medium or multichannel WMNs.
Algorithm 1. MSPT construction
1: Input: [s; C; G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ;L]
2: Initialize label ðvÞ ¼ 1; 8v 2 V ; Iðv; cÞ ¼ ; 8v 2 V ;
c 2 AðvÞ; d ¼ s;R ¼ V nfsg;BMSPT ¼ ;
3: while (V nR 6¼ ;) do
4: NðdÞ = neighbors of d;
5: for i 2 NðdÞ do
6: labelðiÞ ¼ minðlabelðdÞ þ lðd; iÞ; labelðiÞÞ;
7: end for
8: dperm ¼ argmini2RlabelðiÞ
9: Let d and dperm be connected by channels fc1; . . . ; cj; . . .g
and let fðcjÞ ¼ number of existing multicast
transmissions that interferes with the transmission
from d to dperm on channel cj. Let c^ be the channel that
minimizes f .
10: Iðd; c^Þ ¼ Iðd; c^Þ [ fdpermg
11: d ¼ dperm;R ¼ Rnfdg
12: end while
13: for v 2 V ; c 2 AðvÞ such that Iðv; cÞ 6¼ ; do
14: l^ ¼ maxi2Iðv;cÞlðv; i; cÞ
15: BMSPT ¼ BMSPT [ fðv; Iðv; cÞ; l^; cÞg
16: end for
17: Output: BMSPT
Algorithm. The MSPT algorithm is based on the
principle of label setting, with a single label becoming
permanent in each iteration. Like Dijkstra’s algorithm, the
label of a node represents the “cost” of its current shortest
path to the source s. The set R represents the nodes, whose
shortest path to s have not been finalized yet. The basic
operation of MSPT is edge relaxation (line 6) where lðd; iÞ is
the latency between nodes d and i. Note that although the
nodes d and imay be connected over multiple channels, the
latency between them is the same over all the channels
connecting them. Therefore, we have abused the notation
and used lðd; iÞ in line 6 instead of lðd; i; kÞ, where k
indicates the channel.
In each iteration, the label of the node dperm becomes
permanent, implying that node dwill be the parent node for
node dperm in the spanning tree. If there are multiple
common channels connecting d and dperm (which also
means multiple links between them), we choose the link
whose channel is the “least-used” in the conflict graph of this
transmission. Our notion of “least used channel”—scoped
to the broadcast tree itself, and to the transmission of a singe
packet—utilizes the concept of a transmission-based con-
flict graph (as explained in Section 3): it is the channel with
the smallest number of “conflicting” transmissions, with
ties broken randomly.
When all labels become permanent (after line 12), the
set Iðv; cÞ contains all the downstream nodes of node v over
channel c in the broadcast tree. Since node v can reach all of
the nodes in Iðv; cÞ by only one link-layer multicast
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TABLE 2
Table of Frequently Used Mathematical Symbols
transmission, line 14 determines the smallest latency (the
largest of the latencies of each individual link) to realize
this. Finally, note that MSPT does not use WBA to determine
the broadcast tree but simply group downstream nodes in a
transmission for convenience after the tree is computed.
Complexity. We first consider the complexity of the
MSPT algorithm if an array (or linked list) is used to store
the labels. The search for the minimum label will take
OðjV nRjÞ. In addition, each run of line 9 takes OðQjV nRjÞ.
Since the while-loop iterates ðN  1Þ times and jV nRj
increases by one in each loop, the overall complexity is
OðN2 þQN2Þ ¼ OðQN2Þ.
If a Fibonacci heap is used to store the labels instead, then
the overall complexity of the MSPT becomes OðM þ
N logðNÞ þQN2Þ, where M is the number of edges in the
network. Note that the OðQN2Þ part in the complexity
expression again comes from the execution line 9. For a
wireless network with N nodes uniformly distributed in an
area A, the average number of neighbors that a node has is
R2
A N , where R is the transmission range. Therefore, for a
WMN, where each node has Q interfaces, the number of
edgesM is OðQN2Þ. (Note that our setting assumes that the
transmission range is not adjustable.) Hence, amore complex
implementation based on Fibonacci heap does not yield
lower complexity because of the need to choose channels.We
conclude, therefore, that the complexity of MSPT is OðQN2Þ.
4.2 Multiradio, Multichannel WCDS Tree (MWT)
The MWT algorithm (see Algorithm 2) is a relatively simple
multichannel extension to the WCDS algorithm proposed in
[7], [11] for the MLB problem for SR-SC multirate networks.
It is included here for comparative purposes, to benchmark
the capabiltiies of wireless and rate diversity-aware
techniques that are not specifically tuned for multichannel
WMNs. In SR-SC multirate WMNs, WCDS performs
creditably against other low-latency broadcast heuristics,
because WCDS considers both: the multirate nature of the
network and the WBA of the underlying wireless medium.
The MWT, like WCDS, is a greedy heuristic algorithm that
decides the “best” transmission in each round, from a set of
eligible transmissions. However, as we shall see, MWT does
not consider the availability of multiple interfaces on each node,
and thus, fails to exploit the potential advantage of parallel
transmissions at any intermediate node.
Algorithm 2. MWT construction
1: Input: [s; C;G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ;L]
2: R  fsg. BMWT ¼ ;
3: while (V nR 6¼ ;) do
4: ðn^; l^; c^Þ ¼ argmaxn2R;l2L;c2AðnÞfðn; l; cÞ
5: (where fðn; l; cÞ ¼ ðjNðn; l; cÞnRj  lÞ)
6: {if multiple (n^; l^; c^) with max f , choose whose
7: c^ is least used in the conflict graph of (n^; l^; c^) g
8: NYC  Nðn^; l^; c^ÞnR;
9: R  R[NYC
10: if n^ already transmitting on channel c^ with latency ~l
to the nodes in ~I (i.e., ðn^; ~I; ~l; c^Þ 2 BMWT ) then
11: l ¼ maxðl^; ~lÞ; I ¼ NYC [ ~I;
12: BMWT ¼ ðBMWTnfðn^; ~I; ~l; c^ÞgÞ [ fðn^; I; l; c^Þg
13: else
14: BMWT ¼ BMWT [ fðn^; NY C; l^; c^Þg
15: end if
16: end while
17: Output: BMWT
Algorithm. The algorithm starts by making the source
node s eligible to transmit. This is done by moving s to the
set R which keeps track of the eligible nodes (nodes that
have received the transmission already and are eligible to
transmit). We say that a node is covered and is eligible for
transmission if it is in the set R. We refer to ðn; l; cÞ as a
“combination” or as a “transmission combination,” and define
it as the transmission by an eligible node n 2 R, with latency
l 2 L, on channel c 2 AðnÞ. We use the termNðn; l; cÞ to refer
to all neighbors of nwhich are reachable by the transmission
combination ðn; l; cÞ. For any transmission combination
ðn; l; cÞ—the quantity jNðn; l; cÞnRj (also represented as
NYC in Algorithm 2) is the number of “not-yet-covered
nodes” reachable by this transmission combination.
All eligible combinations ð8n 2 R; 8l 2 L; 8c 2 AðnÞÞ are
given a “priority” measure defined as the product of “not-
yet-covered nodes” and the rate of transmission, i.e., 1l, or as
jNðn; l; cÞnRj  l. The priority reflects the desire to both
cover as many nodes as possible in a single transmission,
yet keep the transmission rate high.
In each round of the algorithm, the node with maximum
“priority” is selected. In case ofmultiple combinations ðn; l; cÞ
having the same priority, the combination transmitting on
the channel c^, the least loaded channel within the conflict
graph of the transmission is chosen (as explained in
Section 4.1). The algorithm completes its execution when all
the nodes have been covered, i.e., when V nR ¼ ;. The
algorithm returns the setBMWT whose collection of link-layer
multicast transmissions forms the MWT.
Complexity. The MWT algorithm will require at most
N  1 rounds. In the worst case, each round requires the
computation of: 1) fðn; l; cÞ and 2) the number of transmis-
sions interfering the transmission combination ðn; l; cÞ for
breaking ties. (Note: Ties will need to be broken in each
round in the worst case.) These two quantities can be
computed by scanning through all the nodes in, respec-
tively, the transmission and interference ranges of ðn; l; cÞ.
Let Nt and Ni denote, respectively, the number of nodes in
the transmission and interference range of each node.
Therefore, each computation of 1) and 2) requires OðNtÞ and
OðNiÞ, respectively. Since the number of transmission
combinations in each round is jRjjLjQ (Note: Each node n
has jLjQ, not jLjC, different transmission combinations.)
with jRj < N ; therefore, the complexity of MWT is
OðN2jLjQðNi þNtÞÞ. Note that the above complexity
analysis is derived assuming that a linked list is used to
store fðn; l; cÞ.
4.3 Locally Parallelized, Multiradio, Multichannel
WCDS Tree (LMT)
LMT is our first proposed algorithm that is designed to better
exploit the interface diversity on individual nodes in
MR2-MC WMNs. It tries to rectify MWT’s inherent bias
(via its choice of the priority metric) in favor of transmissions
that cover greater number of uncovered nodes. This metric
works well when the number of radio interfaces/channels is
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small. However, it fails to exploit the increased opportunities
for parallel “faster” transmissions (on different orthogonal
channels) when the number of interfaces is higher.
Accordingly, the LMT algorithm is based on the observa-
tion that a node m covered by a transmission combination
ðn; l; cÞ may also be covered by combination ðn; l^; c^Þ, where
l > l^ and c 6¼ c^. Thus, wemay be able to cover nodem for free
on an orthogonal channel c^ without paying a delay penalty.
This is done by considering node m as a covered node of
ðn; l^; c^Þ but not ðn; l; cÞ. More importantly, eliminatingm as a
child of ðn; l; cÞ opens up the possibility of improving the
latency l of the transmission ðn; l; cÞ, in case the link latencies
for the remaining candidate nodes are lower.
Algorithm 3. LMT construction
1: Input: [s; C;G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ;L]
2: R ¼ fsg. BLMT ¼ ;
3: while (V nR 6¼ ;) do
4: ðn^; l^; c^Þ ¼ argmaxn2R;l2L;c2Cfðn; l; cÞ
5: fwhere fðn; l; cÞ ¼ ðjNðn; l; cÞnfRSRNðn;l;cÞgj  lÞ
6: and RNðn;l;cÞ ¼ [8ðli2LÞ<l;8ðci2ðAðnÞnfcgÞÞNðn; li; ciÞg
7: {if multiple (n^; l^; c^) with max f , choose whose
8: c^ is least used in conflict graph of (n^; l^; c^Þg
9: Ncovered ¼ Nðn^; l^; c^ÞnfR [RNðn^;l^;c^Þg
10: NYC  Ncovered;
11: R  R[NYC
12: if n^ already transmitting on channel c^ with latency ~l to
the nodes in ~I (i.e., ðn^; ~I; ~l; c^Þ 2 BLMT ) then
13: l ¼ maxðl^; ~lÞ; I ¼ NYC [ ~I;
14: BLMT ¼ ðBLMTnfðn^; ~I; ~l; c^ÞgÞ [ fðn^; I; l; c^Þg
15: else
16: BLMT ¼ BLMT [ fðn^; NY C; l^; c^Þg
17: end if
18: end while
19: Output: BLMT
Algorithm. The LMT algorithm is identical to MWT,
except in the calculation of the priorities of eligible
transmissions at each round. In MWT, the “best” transmis-
sion in any particular round is the transmission ðn; l; cÞ with
maximum fðn; l; cÞ ¼ ðjneigh coveredj  lÞ where “neigh
covered” is (Nðn; l; cÞnR). In LMT, the term “neigh covered”
is redefined to be Nðn; l; cÞnfR [RNðn;l;cÞg, where the set
RNðn;l;cÞ contains all nodes that n can cover in parallel, at a
lower latency than l, on a channel different than c of the
ðn; l; cÞ combination.
The nodes covered in each round are added to R,
which contain nodes eligible to transmit during the next
round. Unlike MWT, where all noncovered neighboring
nodes Nðn^; l^; c^ÞnR of the chosen transmission ðn^; l^; c^Þ are
added to R; in LMT, only the nodes in Nðn^; l^; c^ÞnfR [
RNðn^;l^;c^Þg are added.
The algorithm completes its execution when all the
nodes have been covered, i.e., when V nR ¼ ;. The algo-
rithm returns the set BLMT whose collection of link-layer
multicast transmissions forms the LMT.
Complexity. The complexity of LMT can be shown to be
the same as that of MWT, which is OðN2jLjQðNi þNtÞÞ
Note that the sets RNðn;l;cÞ can be computed once in the
beginning with complexity OðNjLjQNtÞ, which is domi-
nated by other computations in the algorithm.
4.4 Parallelized, Approximate-Shortest, Multiradio,
Multichannel WCDS Tree (PAMT)
The PAMT algorithm is also based on the MWT algorithm,
and is designed to be adaptive to the number of radio
interfaces and channels available. PAMT tries to achieve a
balance between Dijsktra’s shortest path algorithm (which
is ideal if nodes have an infinite number of radios and
infinite channels, but which can cause a large number of
contending transmissions when resources are more scarce)
and the LMT algorithm (which tries to reduce the number
of contending transmissions, but does not as readily exploit
the possibility of concurrent noninterfering transmissions
when the numbers of interfaces and orthogonal channels
are higher). In particular, PAMT is designed to improve
LMT, which, during any particular round, might decide to
cover some nodes with a transmission that has a longer
latency path to s (the source node) compared to other
eligible transmissions (by currently unused interfaces on other
intermediate nodes) that can take place concurrently on an
alternative, noninterfering channel. The following simple
example illustrates the basic idea.
Algorithm 4. PAMT construction
1: Input: [s; C;G ¼ ðV ;E; l;AÞ;L]
2: R ¼ fsg; labelðsÞ ¼ 0;BPAMT ¼ ;
3: while (V nR 6¼ ;) do
4: ðn^; l^; c^Þ ¼ argmaxn2R;l2L;c2AðnÞfðn; l; cÞ
5: {if multiple (n^; l^; c^) with max f , choose whose
6: c^ is least used in conflict graph of (n^; l^; c^Þ}
7: where fðn; l; cÞ is calculated as:
8: X ¼ Yðn;l;cÞ ¼ Nðn; l; cÞnR
9: labeltrans ¼ labelðnÞ + l;
10: if X 6¼ ; then
11: nodestmp ¼ [ð8ctmp2AðnÞnfcg;8l2LÞNðn; l; ctmpÞ
12: nodesp ¼ nodestmp \R
13: for x ¼ 1 to jXj do
14: for y ¼ 1 to jnodespj do
15: latencynodeðyÞ ¼ lðnodespðyÞ; XðxÞÞ
16: labelnodeðyÞ ¼ labelðnodespðyÞÞ
17: labelroundðyÞ ¼ latencynodeðyÞ + labelnodeðyÞ
18: if labelroundðyÞ < labeltrans then
19: Yðn;l;cÞ ¼ Yðn;l;cÞnfXðxÞg; break
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: end if
24: X ¼ Yðn;l;cÞ; fðn; l; cÞ ¼ jXj  l
25: NYC  Yðn^;l^;c^Þ
26: R  R[NYC
27: labelðNYCÞ ¼ labelðn^Þ + l^
28: if n^ already transmitting on channel c^ with latency ~l to
the nodes in ~I (i.e., ðn^; ~I; ~l; c^Þ 2 BPAMT ) then
29: l ¼ maxðl^; ~lÞ; I ¼ NYC [ ~I;
30: BPAMT ¼ ðBPAMTnfðn^; ~I; ~l; c^ÞgÞ [ fðn^; I; l; c^Þg
31: else
32: BPAMT ¼ BPAMT [ fðn^; NY C; l^; c^Þg
33: end if
34: end while
35: Output: BPAMT
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First of all, let us define the label of n as the total cost
(latency) of the path from a node n to source s. Let us
assume that node n can reach a set of nodes Y by
transmitting on channel c with latency l1. The labels of all
nodes in Y would then be labelðnÞ þ l1. Let us assume
further that Y 0  Y can also be covered by a transmission of
some other node n0 (assume labelðn0Þ < labelðnÞ) on channel
c0, with latency l2. If covered by transmission of n0, nodes in
Y 0  Y would have a label of labelðn0Þ þ l2. Now, suppose
that labelðn0Þ þ l2 < labelðnÞ þ l1. As Y 0  Y , LMT would
still prefer the transmission of n to that of n0 (as it covers
more nodes), and therefore, would cover all the nodes in Y
with n’s transmission; this is despite the fact that nodes in
Y 0  Y can be covered with a smaller path cost to s, if n0
transmits in parallel on an alternative channel c0.
Algorithm. The PAMT algorithm works in a greedy
manner, similar to the method of MWT and LMT, to choose
the “best” transmission in each round. The priority metric
fðn; l; cÞ for each transmission ðn; l; cÞ, however, is calcu-
lated differently for PAMT. The PAMT algorithm maintains
an extra parameter called label for each node, denoting the
cost of its path to s (source node). The algorithm begins by
adding node s to R, which is the set of nodes that are
eligible to transmit during the next round. The label of s is
set to 0, and the label for all other nodes is set to1. During
the execution of each round, PAMT tries to find out which
transmission (or edge(s)) should be added to the tree. The
set Yðn;l;cÞ ¼ Nðn; l; cÞnR contains all hitherto “uncovered
nodes” that can be covered by this transmission ðn; l; cÞ. The
label of this transmission denoted by labeltrans is equal to
labelðnÞ þ l.
During the calculation of priority for each transmission
ðn; l; cÞ; X contains the neighboring nodes Yðn;l;cÞ of the
transmission ðn; l; cÞ. For each node inX, neighboring nodes
are searched (nodesp in Algorithm 3) to find out if they can
offer a lower cost path to s, on an alternative channel to c. If
such a path is found, then this node should not be covered in
the transmission ðn; l; cÞ. This node, therefore, is not
considered a covered-node of ðn; l; cÞ and is deleted from
Yðn;l;cÞ. After all nodes in X are checked in a similar manner,
Yðn;l;cÞ contains the actual number of nodes that will be
covered by the transmission ðn; l; cÞ. The priority of the
transmission ðn; l; cÞ is then calculated by dividing Yðn;l;cÞ by l.
In case of multiple transmissions having the same
priority, the transmission whose channel c^ is least used in
the conflict graph of that transmission, is chosen, as before.
After completion of each round, covered nodes are added to
R. The algorithm completes its execution when all the
nodes have been covered, i.e., when V nR ¼ ;. The algo-
rithm returns the set BPAMT whose collection of link-layer
multicast transmissions forms the PAMT.
Example. We use an example topology shown in Fig. 2
(in which Q ¼ 2 and C ¼ 4) to describe PAMT’s operation.
Each WMN node is shown as three squares, where the
bigger centralized box shows the node ID (with S being the
broadcast source), and the two side squares indicate the
channels used by the node’s two interfaces. The channel
used on the interface is shown as follows: C1 (blue full box),
C2 (green horizontally lined box), C3 (red crossed box), and
C4 (transparent box). Let us assume that PAMT initially
decides that node S must cover nodes 5 (on C3) and 1 (on
C2) using rates 11 and 5.5 Mbps, respectively. The label
(which denotes the transmission latency to node S) of nodes
5 and 1 is 1 and 2, respectively. The nodes 1 and 5 (shaded
in light blue) are now eligible transmitters (i.e., they are in
R) since they have now received transmission. Node 1 now
covers node 2 through a 11 Mbps transmission; note that
node 2 cannot be covered by by node 5 since it is outside its
transmission range. Node 1 can cover a total of two nodes
(nodes 3 and 4) on a 5.5 Mbps transmission on C1. However,
node 4 is also covered by node 5 (which has a lower label) on a
5.5 Mbps transmission orthogonal to C1 (i.e., on C3). Therefore,
node 4 is not considered as a covered node of node 1, but is covered
in the next round by node 5. By choosing node 5 as the parent of
node 4 (and not node 1 which is transmitting to reach node 3), we
can reduce the broadcast latency especially if we assume that node
5 connects to many downstream nodes.
Complexity. The complexity analysis of PAMT differs
from that of LMT only in that each computation of fðn; l; cÞ
requires OðN2t Þ. Therefore, the complexity of PAMT is
OðN2jLjQðN2t þNiÞÞ.
5 IDEALIZED TRANSMISSION SCHEDULING
To forward a single broadcast packet with minimal latency,
we not only need to form the forwarding tree (calculated
using one of the heuristics of Section 4), but also coordinate
the actual transmission schedules at different forwarding
nodes. In this section, we present how such idealized
“transmission scheduling” may be computed. It should be
emphasized that we are not proposing this technique as a
practical protocol that can be implemented on aWMN; rather
the utility of this technique is in computing the “theoretically
lowest latency” that a forwarding tree can achieve.
The “transmission scheduling” algorithm tries to sche-
dule the transmissions to minimize the broadcast delay for a
single packet, while ensuring no interfering transmissions are
scheduled for simultaneous transmission. The broadcast tree
calculated by the heuristics in Section 4 is modeled by a set of
link-layer multicast transmissions B ¼ fb1; . . . ; bj; . . .g such
that the collection of all edges in all transmissions forms a
spanning tree. With the notation introduced in Section 3, the
transmission bj is a 4-tuple ðpj; Ij; lj; kjÞ, meaning the node pj
performs a link-layer multicast transmission to the nodes in
Ij at latency lj in channel kj. In fact, the transmitting node in
each transmission bj corresponds to a branching node (i.e.,
nonleaf nodes) in the broadcast tree.
Formally, the transmission schedule is a map  : B! IR,
where ðbjÞ is the start time of transmission bj. Since
transmission bj has a latency of lj, this transmission
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Fig. 2. Example topology to explain the working of PAMT.
occupies the time interval ½ðbjÞ; ðbjÞ þ lj. The transmis-
sion schedule must obey the following constraints:
1. The source node s must transmit at least once at
time zero.
2. All nodes must follow precedence constraint, i.e., a
node can only transmit after receiving the packet
from its parent, e.g., nodes in Ij receive the packet
from its parent pj at time ðbjÞ þ lj.
3. Two arbitrary transmissions can be scheduled
together (i.e., have overlapping transmission time
interval) if and only if they do not interfere with each
other. (See Section 3 for interference model.)
The aim of the ideal scheduling is to minimize the
broadcast latency, as defined in Section 3. We limit our
discussion of the “transmission scheduling” algorithm due
to space constraints, but we point out that the scheduling
algorithm presented for the case of SR-SC multirate WMNs
[7], [11] can be used for scheduling in MR2-MC multirate
scenario with slight modifications. In fact, the main
difference (details are provided in [19]) lies in the fact that
the interference model needs to be modified, as described in
Section 3, to ensure that transmissions transmitting on
orthogonal channels can be scheduled together.
6 RESULTS USING IDEALIZED SCHEDULER
We have assumed static WMNs composed of N nodes
randomly located in an area of 1;200	 1;200 m2. The
transmission rate-range relationship for 802.11b depicted
in Table 1 is assumed. We have considered three channel
assignment schemes in our current work: CCA, VCA, and
INSTC (discussed earlier in Section 2). The effects of the
number of nodes in the network, the number of radio
interfaces at each node, and the channel assignment
strategy are observed on the broadcast latency when using
our algorithms. The results presented in this section were
obtained using MATLAB [20] simulations while making the
following idealized assumptions.
1. We assume a binary interference model as follows: If
while a node k is receiving a frame, a node j within
interference range from node k transmits a frame,
then the frame that k is receiving is assumed to be
corrupted and lost.
2. We assume an ideal MAC layer as follows: Two
nodes i and j can multicast at the same time if and
only if node i’s multicast does not interfere with
the intended recipients of node j’s multicast and
vice versa.
3. We assume a centralized scheduler (described in
Section 5) which schedules these multicasts such
that, under the ideal MAC layer assumption, no two
multicasts will interfere with each other.
The outline of the remaining section is: we use the CCA
channel assignment scheme to study the effect of varying
node density in Section 6.1, and varying radio interfaces in
Section 6.2 on broadcast performance. The effect of the
choice of channel assignment scheme on broadcast latency
is then described in Section 6.3.
6.1 Effect of Node Density
The effect of network’s node density on the performance of
our heuristics can be seen in Figs. 3a and 3b for the case of Q
andC being 1 and 8, respectively. The vertical axis shows the
broadcast latency of our heuristics normalized against the
broadcast latency of the Dijkstra’s tree with infinite number
ofQ andC. Normalization here refers to dividing the latency
of our algorithms by the latency of the “idealized” Dijkstra
tree (which is the optimal value that may be achieved when
the numbers of radios and channels are unlimited); accord-
ingly, a normalized value of 1 indicates the idealized lower
bound on achievable latency. It is observed that the PAMT
algorithm performs the best of all algorithms for the range of
network node density (10-70 nodes in an area of
1;000	 1;000 m2). The performance of LMT, although it
uses parallelization like PAMT, is not as good as PAMT’s
(Figs. 3a and 3b) but nonetheless is better than MWT and
MSPT. The performance of MSPT, expectedly, is poor and
worsens as the network node density is increased.
6.2 Effect of Number of Radio Interfaces
The performance of our heuristic algorithms for the case of
an SR-SC multirate WMN is presented in Fig. 3a. MWT,
LMT, and PAMT perform identically for the specific case of
an SR-SC multirate WMN (i.e., when Q ¼ C ¼ 1), with MSPT
performing considerably worse (Fig. 3a). These results are
similar to those obtained in our earlier work [7]. MWT
performs better than MSPT since it considers both the WBA
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Fig. 3. Normalized broadcast latency against varying N, for Qð¼ CÞ ¼ 1
and 8, respectively, in an area of 1;200	 1;200 m2 using idealized
scheduler. (a) Q ¼ C ¼ 1. (b) Q ¼ C ¼ 8.
and the multirate nature of the mesh (Fig. 3a). The LMT and
PAMT algorithms, both adapted from MWT, can only match
and not improve the performance of MWT (Fig. 3a) in SR-SC
multirate scenarios, since both cannot find alternative
channel paths to “parallelize” transmissions. Thus, for SR-SC
multirate WMN, the performance of LMT and PAMT is exactly
the same as MWT.
For the cases ofMR2-MC multirate meshes, where Q > 1,
all of our proposed heuristics improve their performance.
This is true both for small networks (N ¼ 10, Fig. 4a) and
for large networks (N ¼ 70, Fig. 4b). Figs. 4a and 4b display
representative performance of different heuristics for
MR2-MC WMNs across the range of radio interfaces from
Q ¼ 2 to Q ¼ 8.
The improvement seen in MR2-MC performance can be
attributed to two main reasons: First, the usage of MR2-MC
minimizes the interference in the network and allows
interfering transmissions to be transmitted simultaneously
using orthogonal channels. This improvement factor called
“interference reduction factor” applies to all our proposed
heuristics and substantially improves performance when
the heuristic-constructed tree involves many transmissions
(e.g., as in MSPT). Second, a heuristic broadcasting algorithm
that parallelizes its transmission, according to the number
of available interfaces and channels, reaps extra benefits by
efficient usage of the available resources. This improvement
factor called the “radio adaption factor” is specific to broad-
casting algorithms such as LMT and PAMT.
Finally, we point out the performance gain due tomultiple
radio interfaces in MR2-MC meshes over SR-SC multirate
meshes. Referring to Figs. 4a and 4b, we see that for Q as
less as 3 or 4, the broadcast latency decreases by about
30-40 percent compared to the scenario where well-designed
heuristics are used and by as much as 80 percent when
poorly designed heuristics (e.g., MSPT) are used for Q ¼ 1.
6.3 Effect of Channel Assignment Scheme
The graphs of the performance of different channel assign-
ment schemes (CCA, VCA, and INSTC) are shown in
Figs. 5a and 5b for the cases of Q ¼ 2. The results shown are
representative of similar results seen across different values
of Q. The vertical axes in the graphs show broadcast latency
of the algorithm normalized against the MWT algorithm
with channels assigned through CCA. All the channel
assignment schemes considered have different connectivity
and interference characteristics. As noted earlier, the topol-
ogy given as input to our heuristics greatly affects the
broadcast performance; with the input topology being
defined by the channel assignment scheme, broadcast
performance is closely affected by the channel assignment
scheme chosen.
In CCA, a set of common channels is shared among all
nodes; hence, both the connectivity and interference are
maximum. In VCA, although connectivity is ensured by
tuning one interface at all nodes to a common channel, the
remaining interfaces are assigned channels randomly from
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Fig. 5. The impact of channel assignment on broadcast latency
performance, where Q ¼ 2 and N ¼ 30 in an area of 1;000	 1;000 m2
using an idealized scheduler. (a) MSPT and MWT and (b) LMT and
PAMT.
Fig. 4. Normalized broadcast latency against varyingQ and C (Q ¼ C) in
an area of 1;200	 1;200 m2 using idealized scheduler. (a) N ¼ 10.
(b) N ¼ 70.
the remaining channels in C. The connectivity, therefore,
can suffer at the cost of reduced interference. In INSTC,
much like VCA, network interference is reduced by
increasing channel diversity; however, this is at the cost of
reduced connectivity which can possibly mitigate the WBA.
An ideal channel assignment algorithm has to balance the
two conflicting requirements of low interference and high
connectivity. In the presence of low interference, more
transmissions can be scheduled simultaneously resulting in
reduced broadcast latency. Similarly, with large connectiv-
ity, there are increased opportunities of availing the WBA.
From Figs. 5a and 5b, it can be seen that for values of C
only slightly larger than Q, VCA and INSTC can, some-
times, outperform CCA. This is because in such a scenario,
the effect of reduced interference outweighs any reduction
in connectivity. However, with further increase in C, the
reduced connectivity can adversely affect the broadcast
latency of the heuristics by neutralizing WBA. This leads to
generally more transmissions (not availing the WBA), and
higher broadcast latencies. The characteristic of reduced
interference in VCA and INSTC schemes has a more
pronounced effect on the performance of MSPT, LMT,
and PAMT than on MWT, since these algorithms generally
involve more transmissions (on possibly interfering chan-
nels). As we can see from Figs. 5a and 5b, the best
performing channel assignment scheme for broadcast
generally is CCA (which performs poorly for unicast flows
[6]). Although the channel assignment scheme INSTC gives
improved performance for unicast traffic, it is not necessa-
rily the best performing channel assignment scheme for
broadcast. Thus, we make an important observation that a
channel assignment scheme designed for unicast flows may,
sometimes, perform poorly for broadcast/multicast flows.
7 RESULTS USING QUALNET’S 802.11 MAC
In this section, we present our algorithms’ performance evaluation
results, assuming a decentralized MAC scheduler, obtained using
the Qualnet [18] and MATLAB [20] simulators. We have used
both 802.11a and 802.11b as our MAC scheduler with PHY
802.11a and PHY 802.11b, respectively, at the physical layer
which use a preconfigured BER-based packet reception
model. The transmission rate versus transmission range
relationship for 802.11a and 802.11b, as obtained from
Qualnet, is shown in Table 1. The IEEE 802.11 MAC with
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) was chosen as the
medium access control protocol. All default parameters are
assumed unless stated otherwise. The ticks in the graphs
represent 5th and 95th percentiles over 100 uniformly
distributed random topologies. The broadcast latency
results are shown in units of milliseconds. We will now
proceed to discuss the results in the next few sections.
7.1 Effect of Node Density
The effect of network’s node density on the performance of
our heuristics can be seen in Figs. 6a and 7a for 802:11b and
802.11a networks, respectively. It is observed that the
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Fig. 6. Broadcast latency (in millisecond) for varying N and Q (with
Q ¼ C) in an area of 1;000	 1;000 m2 for 802.11b networks using
Qualnet simulator. (a) Varying nodes while using 802.11b. (b) Varying
radio resources while using 802.11b.
Fig. 7. Broadcast latency (in millisecond) for varying N and Q (with
Q ¼ C) in an area of 1;000	 1;000 m2 for 802.11a networks using
Qualnet simulator. (a) Varying nodes while using 802.11a. (b) Varying
radio resources while using 802.11a.
PAMT algorithm, as presented in Section 6 for an idealized
scheduler, performs the best of all algorithms for the range
of network node density (20-100 nodes in an area of
1;000	 1;000 m2). The performance of LMT, although it
uses parallelization like PAMT, is not as good as PAMT’s
(Figs. 6a and 7a) as in the idealized MAC case where LMT
performed better than MWT (Section 6) but worse than
PAMT. The performance of MSPT, expectedly, is poor and
worsens as the network node density is increased.
7.2 Effect of Number of Radio Interfaces
The effect of varying the number of radio interfaces Q on
the performance of our algorithms can be seen in Figs. 6b
and 7b for 802:11b and 802:11a networks, respectively. It is
observed that, for values of Q as low as 2 or 3, PAMT
outperforms all other algorithms. It is also seen that MSPT’s
performance improves with increasing values of Q; MSPT
performs comparably to MWT and LMT for values of Q as
low as 4 and 3 (Figs. 6b and 7b) for 802.11b and 802.11a
networks, respectively. However, MSPT requires a very
high value of Q (Q ¼ 8 for 802.11b and Q ¼ 4 for 802.11a) to
match PAMT’s performance. Here, it must be pointed out
that MSPT with infinite number of Q is the ideal solution to
the MLB problem (however, it requires unrealistically large
number of radio resources).
7.3 Effect of Channel Assignment Scheme
The performance of MSPT, MWT, LMT, and PAMT with
different channel assignment schemes is shown in Figs. 8a,
8b, 8c and 8d, respectively. We note that the algorithms that
incorporate WBA in their design (i.e., MWT, LMT, and
PAMT) can benefit from increased “connectivity” present in
schemes like CCA that present more opportunities for
exploiting WBA. These results are similar to those pre-
sented in Section 6.3 (where an idealized MAC scheduler
was used). Interestingly, the MSPT algorithm, which does
not take WBA into account, behaves like a typical unicast
protocol wherein INSTC presents better results than CCA
or VCA.
8 SIMULATION RESULTS IN QUALNET FOR a
STREAM OF BROADCAST PACKETS
We have noted in Sections 6 and 7 that PAMT improves the
performance of MWT and LMT throughout increased
parallelization. These improved results are relevant to the
case of a single broadcast packet. Since most broadcast
comprises a stream of transmitted packets, we are also
interested in knowing our protocol’s broadcast performance
for a stream of packets. Toward this end, we have
programmed the Qualnet simulator to simulate the broad-
cast of a stream of 100 packets where each packet comprises
1,500 bytes. We assume that successive packets of the
broadcast stream are separated in time by an interval called
the “interpacket delay interval.”
We will compare our algorithms for a stream of
broadcast packets using two metrics: 1) the “total broadcast
latency” and 2) the “broadcast delivery percentage.” The
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Fig. 8. Broadcast latency performance (in millisecond) for different channel assignment techniques, for varying C with Q ¼ 2 and N ¼ 30 in an area
of 1;000	 1;000 m2, assuming 802.11b networks in Qualnet simulator. (a) MSPT. (b) MWT. (c) LMT. (d) PAMT.
“total broadcast latency” is defined as the time taken from the
transmission of the first packet till the time the 100th packet
of the broadcast stream is received at all nodes. We note
that successive packets of the broadcast stream are delayed
by the interpacket delay interval. If we do not place the
condition that the 100th packet be received at all recipient
nodes, then the last received packet at different nodes (for
different algorithms and topology instances) can be
different (e.g., nodes further away from the broadcast
source might not receive the packet), and comparison of
our algorithms by stamping the latest receive time of the
last packet at all nodes can artificially show lower broad-
cast latency due to packet loss. However, with the
condition that 100th packet must be received, packets lost
earlier do not make a big difference, since the 100th packet,
which is received at all nodes, started at a fixed time
(dictated by the interpacket delay interval); thus with the
condition enforced that the 100th packet is received at all
nodes, a more consistent comparison can be made between
our different algorithms. The “broadcast delivery percentage,”
on the other hand, is defined as the average (over all
network nodes) of the average number of packets received
at a network node among the 100 packets of broadcast
stream. The “total broadcast latency” results and “broad-
cast delivery percentage” results are displayed in Figs. 9a,
9c, and 9e and Figs. 9b, 9d, and 9f for different interpacket
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Fig. 9. “Total broadcast latency” (in millisecond) and “broadcast delivery percentage” for varying N in an area of 1;000	 1;000 m2 with Q ¼ C ¼ 3
assuming interpacket delays of 10, 7.5, and 5 ms, respectively. (a) Broadcast delay (millisecond); interpacket delay ¼ 10 ms. (b) Delivery
percentage; interpacket delay = 10 ms. (c) Broadcast delay (millisecond); interpacket delay ¼ 7:5 ms. (d) Delivery percentage; interpacket
delay ¼ 7:5 ms. (e) Broadcast delay (millisecond); interpacket delay ¼ 5 ms. (f) Delivery percentage; interpacket delay ¼ 5 ms.
delay intervals of 10, 7.5, and 5 ms, respectively. These
results assume the CCA channel assignment and the usage of
IEEE 802.11b MAC scheduler in Qualnet simulations.
The simulation presents interesting results. While
PAMT offered significant broadcast latency performance
improvement over MWT and LMT (due to increased
parallelization) for a single broadcast packet, we see that
the “broadcast latency” performance of MWT, LMT, and
PAMT is similar (shown in Figs. 9a, 9c, and 9e) when
broadcasting a packet stream. In fact, with decreasing
interpacket delay interval (e.g., with 5 ms, Fig. 9e), we see
that the “total broadcast latency” performance of MWT
and LMT is better than that of PAMT. This results from
the fact that PAMT’s increased parallelization (the activa-
tion of more interfaces) is not helpful for packet streams
due to the imperfections of the IEEE 802.11 MAC (where a
larger number of transmissions imply greater probability
of collision-based loss, especially for broadcast transmis-
sions that do not employ RTS/CTS/ACK exchanges and
retransmissions). In particular, PAMT parallelizes the
transmissions for the same packet on orthogonal channels;
when packets arrive in a stream, it is entirely possible for
transmissions (of different packets) to collide (since they
are scheduled for the same channels), as interpacket delay
interval decreases. In MWT and LMT algorithms, where
the parallelization is more conservative, but where WBA is
utilized nonetheless, streamed transfer of broadcast pack-
ets is not impeded as much as in PAMT algorithms. For
similar reasons, the performance of MSPT (which causes
the largest number of separate transmissions) remains
much poorer than either of the other three heuristics.
The other results that we have studied measure the
“broadcast delivery percentage.” This is calculated by taking
the average percentage delivery of all the broadcast receiving
nodes. The results show that for a given interpacket broadcast
interval, generally, thehigher thebroadcast latency, thebetter
thedelivery ratio.When the interpacket broadcast interval is equal
to or less than the “broadcast latency,” a subsequent broadcast
packet (behind the earlier packet) is broadcasted by the
source node before the earlier packet is received at all nodes.
Due to transmissions of different packets in a stream,
interference can result since for all packets, the same set of
transmitting nodeswill transmit on the same channels.On the
other hand, when the “broadcast latency” is larger than the
interpacket broadcast interval, the subsequent packet is only
started after the earlier packet has reached all nodes. This
results in fewer collisions, as successive packet transmissions
do not vie for the same channel. We note here that while for
the same packet transmissions, our algorithms attempt to
parallelize transmissions on orthogonal channels; for differ-
ent packet transmissions, as the interpacket broadcast
interval becomes less than or equal to “broadcast latency,”
the interference between transmissions on the same channel
increases. We note, therefore, in our results that the delivery
percentage performance of MSPT and PAMT is better than
the performance of MWT and LMT, especially when the
interpacket broadcast interval is reduced, as seen in Figs. 9a,
9c, and 9e.
9 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the MLB problem for
multiradio, multichannel, multirate WMNs. We have
proposed two heuristic mechanisms (called MSPT and
MWT) as direct extensions of corresponding algorithms for
SR-SC environments, and then developed two enhanced
heuristic routing schemes (called LMT and PAMT),
designed specifically to exploit the greater concurrency
permitted in MR2-MC WMNs.
We studied the performance of our algorithms through
detailed simulations using both 1) an idealized scheduler
(with idealized MAC assumptions) and 2) a practical IEEE
802.11 MAC-based scheduler. We show that PAMT outper-
forms the other algorithms by increasing the likelihood of
concurrent transmissions taking place on different interfaces
(at the same node, or at different nodes). However, when the
transmitted flow consists of a stream of packets broadcast
using the 802.11 MAC, LMT’s less aggressive use of parallel
transmissions results in performance comparable to PAMT.
The simulation results and performance studies (for both
the idealized and 802.11-based scheduler) also show the
impact of channel assignment strategies on broadcast
latency, due to the conflict between greater connectivity
and lower channel contention. Perhaps, a more important
observation is that a channel assignment scheme designed
for unicast flows may sometimes perform poorly for
broadcast/multicast flows. In our simulations for both the
idealized and 802.11-based scheduler, the performance of
CCA (which usually performs poorly for unicast flows) is
generally better than both VCA and INSTC.
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